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PSEUDOMORPHS OF KYANITE NEAR WINNSBORO, FAIRFIELD COUNTY, 
SOUTH CAROLINAl/ 
BY 
W. C. OvERSTREET, E. F. OvERSTREET, AND HENRY BELL I I I 
U. S, GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
BELTSVI~LE, MARYLAND 
Two MINOR BUT GEOLOGICALLY INTERESTING AND PREVIOUSLY 
UNDESCRIBED. OCCURRENCES OF PSEUDOMORPHS OF KYANITE IN SOUTH-
ERN FAIRFIELD COUNTY, SouTH CAROLINA, WERE OBSERVED BY THE 
WRITERS IN SEPTEMBER 1959. BOTH OCCURRENCES ARE SPATIALLY 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE GRANITE PLUTON SOUTHWEST OF WINNSBORO, 
BUT THE ORIGINAL KYANITE IS EVIDENTLY OLDER THAN THE GRANITE, 
THE GRANITE PLUTON SOUTHWEST OF WINNSBORO HAS BEEN 
OPENED AT SEVERAL QUARRIES, THE CHARACTER OF THE QUARRIED 
ROCK IS MENTIONED IN THE LITERATURE (TuOMEY, 1848, P, 110-
111; DERBY 1891, P, 205-206; SLOAN 1908, P, 209-213; AND 
WATSON, 1910, P, 185-189), BUT THE OUTLINE OF THE PLUTON IS 
NOT SHOWN ON OLD GEOLOGIC MAPS, HOWEVER, THE ~HARACTERISTIC 
SOIL DEVELOPED ON THE GRANITE, THE CECIL COARSE SANDY LOAM, 
IS READILY DISTINGUISHABLE FROM THE GEORGEVILLE SILT LOAM, 
IREDELL CLAY LOAM, AND CECIL CLAY LOAM FORMED ON THE SCHIST-
OSE WALL ROCKS, THE SHAPE OF T~E GRANITE MASS IN SOUTHERN 
FAIRFIELD COUNTY IS PLAINLY INDICATED BY A DISTINCTIVE CIR-
CULAR AREA OF CECIL COARSE SANDY LOAM SOUTHWEST OF WINNS-
BORO ON A MAP OF THE SOILS OF THE COUNTY BY M, E, CARR AND 
OTHERS (1913, MAP), CLOCKWISE FROM WINNSBORO THE OUTLINE 
OF THE AREA CAN BE TRACED SOUTHEASTWARD TO SIMPSON, SOUTH-
WESTWARD FROM SIMPSON TO BROWNS BRIDGE, NORTHWESTWARD FROM 
BROWNS BRIDGE UPSTREAM ALONG THE LITTLE RIVER TO THE MOUTH 
OF JACKSON CREEK, THENCE NORTHEASTWARD ALONG JACKSON CREEK 
TO WINNSBORO, THE CIRCULAR OUTLINE THUS FORMED DEFINES THE 
PLUTON, WHICH IS NEARLY 11 MILES IN DIAMETER, AND ITS SHAPE 
STRONGLY CONTROLS THE LOCAL DRAiNAGE PATTERN, 
ExPOSURES IN STREAMS AND ROAD CUTS ADJACENT TO AND 
WITHIN THE AREA UNDERLAIN BY THE GRANITE REVEAL THAT THE 
MARGINAL PARTS OF THE MASS COMMONLY CONTAIN ANGULAR AND 
BLOCKY INCLUSIONS OF THE WALL ROCKs, WHICH ARE PRINCIPALLY 
BIOTITE-MUSCOVITE SCHIST, AMPHIBOLITE, AND SERICITE PHYLLITE, 
INCLUSIONS OF QUARTZITE OCCUR AT SEVERAL PLACES, AT ONE 
LOCALITY, DESCRIBED BELOW, INCLUSIONS OF FELDSPATHIC KYANITE-
MUSCOVITE SCHIST WERE FOUND, STRONG CENTRIPETAL ORIENTATION 
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AND PLANAR FEATURES IN THE GRANITE MASS ARE INTERPRETED BY US 
TO SHOW THAT THE PLUTON TAPERS DOWNWARD IN A FUNNEL SHAPE 
1/ PuBLICATION AUTHORIZED BY THE DIRECTOR, U, S. GEOLOGICAL 
SURVEY 
AND THAT FLOWAGE OF THE GRANITE WAS UPWARD FROM THE SMALL 
END OF THE FUNNEL. 
INCLUSIONS OF FELDSPATHIC KYANITE-MUSCOVITE SCHIST 
ARE EXPOSED, TOGETHER WITH INCLUSIONS OF AMPHIBOLITE AND 
BIOTITE-MUSCOVITE SCHIST, IN FINE-GRAINED GRANITE IN THE 
DEEP ROAD CUT~ 0.9 MILE SOUTHWEST OF BLACKJACK, IN THE 
NORTH-CENTRAL PART OF THE GRANITE MASS. NEARLY ALL THE ROCK 
IN THE CUTS, EXCEPT SOME SMALL MASSES OF AMPHIBOLITE, ARE 
SAPROLITE, BUT CONSPICUOUS GEOLOGIC DETAILS HAVE SURVIVED 
THE WEATHERING AND ARE PRESERVED IN THE SAPROLITE. 
THE INCLUSIONS OF SCHIST ARE SHARPLY ANGULAR AND 
SLABBY. THEIR LONGEST AND WIDEST FACES ARE PARALLEL TO 
THE PLANE OF FOLIATION OF THE FRAGMENT, AND THEIR NARROW 
TERMINAL FACES ARE JOINTS. INTERIOR JOINTS PARALLEL TO 
THE TERMINAL FACES HAVE OPENED A FRACTION OF AN INCH IN 
SOME INCLUSIONS, AND GRANITE HAS PENETRATED THE OPENINGS 
WITH THE RESULT THAT SEVERAL LARGE INCLUSIONS ARE INCI-
PIENTLY RIFTED INTO A MOSAIC OF JOINT FRAGMENTS. THE 
STRIKE AND DIP OF THE FOLIATION OF THE INCLUSIONS,RANGES 
FROM N. 600W., 650S. TO WEST, VERTICAL. BECAUSE THREE 
VARIETIES OF ROCK ARE RANDOMLY INTERMINGLED AS ANGULAR 
INCLUSIONs, AND BECAUSE THE INCLUSIONS ARE BROUGHT TO A 
HIGH STATE OF PREFERRED ORIENTATION WHEREBY THEY PARALLEL 
THE NEAREST EDGE OF THE PLUTON, SOME 3 MILES TO THE NORTH-
EAST, AND DIP TOWARD THE CENTER OF THE PLUTON, 2.5 MILES 
TOWARD THE SOUTH-SOUTHWEST, WE THINK THEY ARE MAGMATICALLY 
MOVED AND ORIENTED FRAGMENTS OF THE WALLS. 
CONTACTS BETWEEN THE GRANITE AND THE INCLUSIONS ARE 
SHARP. No CHANGE IN GRAIN SIZE OR COMPOSITION OF THE GRANITE 
IS APPARENT EITHER AGAINST THE WALLS OF THE INCLUSIONS OR IN 
JOINTS IN THE INCLUSIONS. NO REACTION BETWEEN THE GRANITE 
AND THE AMPHIBOLITE OR BIOTITE-MUSCOVITE SCHIST WAS OBSERVED, 
BUT THE FELDSPATHIC KYANITE-MUSCOVITE SCHIST HAS UNDERGONE 
CONSIDERABLE CHANGE. THE FELDSPATHIC KYANITE-MUSCOVITE 
SCHIST CONSISTS OF A MIXTURE OF FELDSPAR (WEATHERED TO KAO-
LINITE IN THE SAPROLITE EXPOSUREs), MUSCOVITE, AND MUSCOVITE 
PSEUDOMORPHS AFYER RADIAL SHEAVES OF KYANITE. THE RADIAL 
SHEAVES OF KYANITE ARE FLAT IN THE PLANE OF FOLIATION. THEY 
ARE 0.7 INCH TO 1 INCH IN DIAMETER, 0.05 INCH TO 0.1 INCH 
THICK, AND ARE COMPOSED OF THIN, RADIALLY ARRANGED, BLADES 
OF KYANITE 0.3 TO 0.5 INCH LONG AND 0.02 TO 0.04 INCH WIDE. 
NOTHING IS LEFT OF THE ORIGINAL KYANITE. ONLY FINE-GRAINED 
SILKY WHIT£ TO PALE-GREEN MUSCOVITE CAN BE SEEN IN THE BLADES 
AND AGGREGATES. X-RAY DIFFRACTION PATTERNS OF THE MATERIAL 
FORMING THE RADIAL AGGREGATES REVEALED ONLY MUSCOVITE AND A 
TRACE OF HYDROBIOTITE (BRINDLEY, 1951, P. 212-215, 222). 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE RADIAL SHEAVES OF KYANITE RESTS ON THE 
RESEMBLANCE Or THE PSEUDOMORPHS TO COMMON SHAPES Or KYANITE, 
RANDOMLY ORIENTED, COARSE-GRAINED, SIEVE-TEXTURED, WHITE TO 
PALE-GREEN MUSCOVITE METACRYSTS CUT ACROSS THE rOLIATION 
PLANES AND CUT THROUGH THE RADIAL AGGREGATES Or riNE-GRAINED 
MUSCOVITE PSEUDOMORPHIC ArTER KYANITE, WE INTERPRET THESE 
RELATIONS AS SHOWING THAT rELDSPATHIC MUSCOVITE SCHIST WAS 
rORMED rROM PELITE OR rELSIC VOLCANIC ROCK DURING REGIONAL 
METAMORPHISM, AND THAT AT THE PEAK Or METAMORPHISM THE 
RADIAL AGGREGATES or KYANITE rORMED ON THE rOLIATION PLANES 
Or THE SCHIST, THE SCHIST WAS SUBSEQUENTLY INTRUDED BY THE 
PLUTON Or GRANITE, AND rRAGMENTS Or THE SCHIST WERE INCLUDED 
IN THE GRANITE, THE ENVIRONMENT Or REACTION BETWEEN THE 
GRANITE AND THE INCLUSION PROVIDED ADEQUATE WATER, POTASSIUM, 
AND SILICA COMPLETELY TO CONVERT THE KYANITE TO riNE-GRAINED 
PSEUDOMORPHIC MUSCOVITE AND TO GENERATE COARSE-GRAINED CROSS-
CUTTING METACRYSTS or MUSCOVITE (RAMBERG, 1952, P, 227). 
SiMILAR MUSCOVITE PSEUDOMORPHS ArTER KYANITE ARE EX-
POSED IN ROADSIDE OUTCROPS Or KYANITIC QUARTZITE AND KYANITIC 
MUSCOVITE SCHIST IN A RE-ENTRANT ALONG THE WEST WALL Or THE 
GRANITE PLUTON 1.2 MILES SOUTH-SOUTHEAST Or ANDERSON QuARRY. 
THE KYANITIC QUARTZITE AND MUSCOVITE SCHIST TREND N.400E,, 
850SE. TO N.500E,, 900, INTO THE RE-ENTRANT, ON THEIR SOUTH-
EASTERN SIDE THE KYANITIC ROCKS ARE BOUNDED BY GRANITE, AND 
ON THEIR NORTHWESTERN SIDE THEY JOIN A SEQUENCE Or rELDS-
PATHIC SCHISTS AND THIN-BEDDED, rELDSPATHIC AMPHIBOLITE. 
HERE ALSO THE ROCKS ARE THOROUGHLY WEATHERED TO SAPROLITE. 
EVEN THE KYANITIC QUARTZITE IS DEEPLY LEACHED, THE APPEAR-
ANCE Or THE NONGRANITIC SAPROLITE, WHICH IS A SUCCESSION Or 
METAMORPHOSED SEDIMENTS AND MArJe VOLCANIC ROCKS, STRONGLY 
RESEMBLES THE MORE HIGHLY METAMORPHOSED PARTS Or THE VOLCANIC-
SEDIMENTARY SLATE BELT Or WHICH THE NEAREST RECOGNIZABLE EX-
POSURES ARE ABOUT 2,5 MILES TO THE SOUTH, 
THE KYANITIC QUARTZITE AND KYANITIC MUSCOVITE SCHIST 
ARE INTERBEDDED, THtY ARE EXPOSED rOR A DISTANCE Or 70 
rEET ALONG THE ROAD, INASMUCH AS THEY STAND ABOUT VERTICAL 
AND STRIKE NEARLY AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THE DIRECTION Or THE 
ROAD, THEIR EXPOSED WIDTH IS PROBABLY ONLY A LITTLE GREATER 
THAN THEIR TRUE THICKNESS. THE TOTAL LENGTH Or THE KYANITIC 
ROCKS IS NOT KNOWN TO us. WE JNrER rROM THE SOILS MAP THAT 
THEY PROBABLY EXTEND ONLY A FEW HUNDRED rEET SOUTHWESTWARD 
BErORE THEY ARE INTERSECTED BY GRANITE, THEIR EXTENT TOWARD 
THE NORTHEAST, JUDGING BY THE SAME MAP, COULD BE AS MUCH AS 
0.3 MILE BErORE THEY ARE CUT ACROSS BY GRANITE, BUT IN THE 
ROAD CUT NO EVIDENCE COULD BE rOUND THAT THEY HAVE ANY CON-
TINUITY TOWARD THE NORTHEAST, BECAUSE THE GRANITE IS IN 
CONTACT WITH THEM AT THE ROAD, IT MAY CUT THEM OUT WITHIN A 
rEW SCORE rEET TOWARD THE NORTHEAST, 
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TABULAR AND BLADED AGGREGATEs, RARELY EXCEEDING 0.4 
INCH IN WIDTH AND 0.8 INCH IN LENGTH, AND FIBROUS SHEAVES, 
UP TO 0.8 INCH IN L"ENGTH, OF WHAT WAS ONCE KYANITE ARE NOW 
WHOLLY REPLACED BY WHITE, GRAY, OR BRIGHT-GREEN MUSCOVITE. 
THE BRIGHT-GREEN MUSCOVITE RESEMBLES IN COLOR THE GRASS-
GREEN KYANITE FOUND BY J. H. PRATT (1898, P. 126) IN WEATHER-
ED MICA SCHIST ON THE TIEL YOUNG FARM NEAR THE NORTH TOE 
RIVER, YANCEY COUNTY, N.C. X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES OF 
THE GREEN AGGREGATES FROM THE SCHIST AND QUARTZITE SOUTH OF 
ANDERSON QUARRY, S. C., DISCLOSED ONLY MUSCOVITE AND A SMALL 
AMOUNT OF HYDROBIOTITE (BRINDLEY, 1951, P. 212-215, 222). 
THE TABULAR AND BLADED AGGREGATES AND FIBROUS SHEAVES OF 
MUSCOVITE PSEUDOMORPHIC AFTER KYANITE MAKE UP AS MUCH AS 
20 OR 30 PERCENT OF THE ROCK, 2UT THEY PROBABLY.AVERAGE 
ABOUT 10 PERCENT OF THE QUARTZITE AND 15 PERCENT OF THE 
MUSCOVITE SCHIST. THE MINERALOGICAL AND STRUCTURAL RE-
LATIONS OBSERVED AT THIS LOCALITY WE INTERPRET TO MEAN THAT 
ORIGINAL KYANITE IN THE QUARTZITE AND SCHIST WAS COMPLETELY 
CONVERTED TO MUSCOVITE BY CONTACT ACTION OF THE GRANITE. 
SAMPLES FROM BOTH LOCALITIES WHERE KYANITE WAS ALTERED 
TO MUSCOVITE CONTAIN ONLY MUSCOVITE. THE ALTERATION OF THE 
KYANITE IS COMPLETE. THE PSEUDOMORPHS DO NOT SHOW CHLORITE 
OR PYROPHYLLITE, NOR DO THEY SHOW SILLIMANITE WHEN EXAMINED 
BY X-RAY METHODS. HOWEVER, KYANITE INCOMPLETELY ALiERED 
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ED DATA) AT LITTLE MOUNTAIN, NEWBERRY COUNTY, IN THE VOLCANIC-
SEDIMENTARY SLATE BELT ONLY 13 MILES SOUTHWEST OF THE KYANITE 
PSEUDOMORPH LOCALITY SOUTH OF ANDERSON QuARRY. KAYNITE COM-
PLETELY ALTERED TO SILLIMANITE WAS FOUND BY D. B. POTTER£/ 
ALONG THE WEST CONTACT OF THE YORKVILLE QUARTZ MONZONITE IN 
YORK COUNTY ABOUT 55 MILES NORTH OF ANDERSON QuARRY. «E 
INFER FROM THE ALTERATION OF THE KYANITE EXPOSED NEAR WiNNS-
BORO THAT THE CONTACT REACTIONS TOOK PLACE IN A HYDROUS AND 
POTASSIC ENVIRONMENT AT TEMPERATURES TOO HIGH FOR CHLORITE 
OR PYROPHYLLITE TO FORM AND TOO LO• FOR SILLIMANITE TO FOR~ 
OR KYANITE TO BE PRESERVED. THus, THE KYANITE AT WINNSBORO 
WAS ALTERED UNDER CONDITIONS OF TEMPERATURE MORE SEVERE THAN 
THOSE THAT OBTAINED AT LITTLE MOUNTAIN AND LESS HIGH THAN 
THOSE AT THE CONTACT OF THE YORKVILLE QUARTZ MONZONITE IN 
YoRK CouNTY. 
£/POTTER, D. B., 1954, HiGH ALUMINA METAMORPHIC ROCKS OF 
THE KINGS MOUNTAIN DISTRICT, NORTH CAROLINA AND SOUTH CARO-
LINA: DOCTORALDISSERTATIONCALIFORNIA INST. TECHNOLOGY, P. 
1-204. 
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A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE GABBROS OF NEWBERRY COUNTY, 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
BY 
J. F. McCAULEY l/ 
INTRODUCTION 
RECENT INVESTIGATIONS IN NEWBERRY COUNTY, S.C., 
UNDER THE SPONSORSHIP OF THE S. C. DIVISION OF GEOLOGY, 
HAVE RESULTED IN THE DISCOVERY OF THREE GABBRO INTRUSIVES 
OF A TYPE KNOWN TO OCCUR ELSEWHERE IN THE PIEDMONT BUT AS 
YET INADEQUATELY DESCRIBED. THESE INTRUSIVES ARE LOCATED 
WITHIN THE CHARLOTTE BELT PLUTONIC COMPLEX DESCRIBED BY 
KING (1955). THEY ARE MODERATELY WELL EXPOSED IN AN AREA 
USUALLY CONSIDERED POOR IN NATURAL OUTCROPS. LARGE, RE-
MARKABLY FREsH, RESIDUAL BOULDERS ARE PRESENT AT MANY 
LOCALITIEs, AS WELL AS FRESH BEDROCK TERRACES ALONG THE 
FLANKS OF STREAM VALLEYS. WHERE DEEPLY WEATHERED, A 
BROWNISH BLACK UNCTIOUS SOIL IS PRESENT, THE EXTENT OF 
WHICH PROVIDES A REALIABLE ESTIMATE OF THE SIZE AND SHAPE 
OF THE BODIES. 
GENERAL GEOLOGY 
THE THREE GABBRO BODIES SO FAR DISCOVERED DIFFER 
CONSIDERABLY FROM ONE ANOTHER IN THEIR GENERAL FORM AND 
SETTING (FIGURE 1). To THE NORTHEAST OF NEWBERRY, ARE-
LATIVELY THIN ARCUATE DIKE CROPS OUT DISCONTINUOUSLY FOR 
A TOTAL DISTANCE OF ABOUT FOUR MILES. ITS THICKNESS VARIES 
FROM ABOUT TWENTY FEET TO ABOUT TWO HUNDRED FEET. ONE HALF 
MILE EAST OF THE JUNCTION OF ROUTES 76 AND 34 ITS ATTITUDE 
CAN BE MEASURED IN THE ROADCUT. THE STRIKE IS N.7QOE., THE 
DIP 70°N., TOWARD THE INSIDE OF THE CRESENT-LIKE OUTCROP 
PATTERN. THIS INTRUSIVE IS APPARENTLY CUT BY A NORTHWEST-
TRENDING DIABASE DIKE OF THE TYPE GENERALLY CONSIDERED TO BE 
TRIASSIC IN AGE. CONTACTS BETWEEN THE TWO BODIES COULD NOT 
ACTUALLY BE OBSERVED, BUT FLOAT FROM THE TRIASSIC (?) DIKE 
CAN BE TRACED ACROSS THE PROJECTED OUTCROP OF THE GABBRO, 
EXPOSED A FEW HUNDRED FEET ON EITHER SIDE OF THE DIABASE. 
THE INTRUSIVE TO THE NORTHWEST OF NEWBERRY ALSO APPEARS 
TO BE ARCUATE IN SHAPE AND CROPS OUT OVER A COMPARABLE DIS-
TANCE BUT WITH CONSIDERABLY GREATER THICKNESS. THE CONTACTS 
OF THIS BODY ARE NOT WELL EXPOSED SO THAT THE FORM SHOWN IN 
FIGURE 1 MAY NEED REVISION UPON FURTHER STUDY. BOTH THIS 
BODY AND THE CRESENT SHAPED GABBRO DIKE ARE INTRUSIVE INTO 
MASSIVE OR WEAKLY FOLIATED GRANODIORITE WHICH IS ITSELF IN-
( 
1/PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
TRUSIVE INTO THE MIGMATIZED GNEISSES AND AMPHIBOLITE$ OF 
THE CHARLOTTE BELT. 
THE GABBRO TO THE WEST OF NEWBERRY IS ROUGHLY TRI-
ANGULAR IN SHAPE ANL CUTS CHARLOTTE BELT GNEISS RATHER 
THAN GRANODIORITE. THE EASTERNMOST CONTACT OF THIS BODY 
CAN BE SEEN ALONG COUNTY ROAD )8. PEGMATlTIC STRINGERS 
CUT INTO THE GABBRO AT THIS POINT AND A PEGMATITE SEVERAL 
FEET ACROSS WAS OBSERVED AT "X", WELL WITHIN THE MARGINS 
OF THE PLUG. THESE FEATURES COULD BE OF RHEOMORPHIC 
ORIGIN, BUT MORE PROBABLY INDICATE THAT SOME ACID MAGMATIC 
ACTIVITY POSTDATED THE EMPLACEMENT OF THESE RELATIVELY 
LATE CYCLE GABBROS. 
PETROGRAPHY 
THREE VARIETIES OF BASIC ROCK HAVE BEEN NOTE~ 
FROM THE INTRUSIVES, MOST GENERALLY OBSERVED IS A WEDIUW-
TO COARSE-GRAINED GREENISH-PURPLE ROCK PRESENT IN ALL T~REE 
BODIES. ONE EXPOSURE OF A MEDIUM GRAINED BROWNISH GRAY 
ROCK WAS NOTED JUST TO THE EAST OF "X". WEATHERED EXP05URE5 
OF A ROCK VERY SIMILAR TO THE GREENISH PURPLE VARIETv ~ERE 
LOCATED AT nztr, THIS ROCK, HOWEVER, CONTAINS A PREPONDERENCE 
OF FELDSPAR IN CONTRAST TO THE GREENISH FERROMAGNESIANS: 
MORE COMMON TO THE FIRST TYPE. 
THIN SECTION STUDY OF THIS GREENISH GABBRO REVEALS 
THE PRESENCE OF MINOR REMNANTS OF DIALLAGE, THE FERROAN 
VARIETY OF DIOPSIDE, EXTENSIVELY URALITIZED BY FIBRCUS 
ACTINOLITE. SOME BROWN TO GREENISH HORNBLENDE IS FPESENT 
WHICH ALSO APPEARS TO BE A REPLACEMENT OF EARLIER PYROXENE 
MINERALS. THE PLAGIOCLASE IS WELL TWINNED ACCORDING TO T~E 
CARLSBAD, ALBITE, AND PERICLINE LAWS. Irs INDICES OF P.E-
FRACTION RANGE BETWEEN 1.)) AND 1.)7 AND ITS COMPDSITID'' IS 
INFERRED TO BE AN 50~5. THIS PLAGIOCLASE IS GENERALLv 
SAUSSURITIZED BY GRANULAR AGGREGATES OF EPIDOTE AND F ISRCUS 
CHLORITE WHICH, HOWEVER, ALSO REPLACES THE FERROMAG~ES!-N 
MINERALS. SOME ~UARTZ, CALCITE AND CLINDZOISITE ARE LiKE-
WISE ASSOCIATED WITH THE ALTERATION. 0PA~UE UINERALS ·~FERRED 
TO BE ILMENITE OR HEMATITE ARE PRESENT AS MINUTE ORIE"'TED 
LAMELLAE WITHIN HORNBLENDE AND PLAGIOCLASE CRYSTALS, ~IS­
SEMINATED IRREGULAR CRYSTALS OF PYRITE ARE GENERALLY PRESENT. 
CONCLUSIONS 
INITIAL RECONNAISSANCE WORK ON THE GABBRO Jt.TRU~IVE5 
IN THE NEWBERRY AREA INDICATES THE PRESENCE OF A ROUGHLY TRI-
ANGULAR PLUG! AN IRREGULAR BUT GENERALLY ARCUATE PLUG AND A 
THIN BUT REMARKABLY CONTINUOUS CRESENT SHAPED DIKE. THE 
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ARCUATE AND CRESENT SHAPED BODIES ARE PROBABLY RING DIKES 
WHEREAS THE TRIANGULAR BODY REPRESENTS A CENTRAL PLUG EM-
PLACED AT A HIGHER LEVEL THAN THE OTHER TWO. THESE BODIES 
ARE INTRUSIVE INTO THE GRANODIORITE AND MIGMATITIC GNEISS 
OF THE CHARLOTTE BELT AND ARE CUT BY DIABASE OF TRIASSIC 
(?) AGE. ALTHOUGH GENERALLY LATER THAN THE METAMORPHIC 
CLIMAX IN THE AREA THEY ARE ALSO CUT BY PEGMATITE& AND 
EXTENSIVELY URALITIZED AND SAUSSURITIZED. IF THE PEGMATITE& 
ARE NOT RELATED TO THE MOBILIZATION OF THE WALL ROCK DURING 
AND AFTER GABBRO EMPLACEMENT, IT CAN BE INFERRED THAT AT 
LEAST SOME ACID MAGMATIC ACTIVITY POSTDATED THE EMPLACEMENT 
OF THESE BASIC INTRUSIVES. 
ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
THE MEDIUM TO COARSE PHASE OF THE GREENISH-PURPLE 
ROCK MAKES AN EXTREMELY ATTRACTIVE STONE WHICH MIGHT BE 
SUITABLE FOR INTERIOR DECORATION AS WELL AS EXTERIOR FAC-
INGS. AT ttyrr IN fiGURE 1 A BEDROCK TERRACE SEVERAL 
HUNDRED FEET IN EXTENT IS PRESENT, TwO MODERATELY WELL 
DEVELOPED SETS OF STEEPLY DIPPING JOINJS (N.1Q0 E., AND ~. 
8QOW,) ALONG WITH A FOLIATION, N - S, ~QOW., WERE NOTED 
AT THIS LOCALITY. THE FRESHNESS OF THE ROCK AT THE 
IMMEDIATE SURFACE AND THE PRESENCE OF THE JOINTS AND 
FOLIATION SUGGEST THAT THIS LOCATION MIGHT BE SUITABLE 
FOR A MODEST QUARRY OPERATION. RAIL TRANSPORTATION IS 
AVAILABLE TWO MILES NORTH OF THE SITE OVER A GOOD ALL 
WEATHER ROAD. 
REFERENCES CITED 
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p. 346-350. 
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